Are You Earning and Leveraging Relational Capital?
How many of your clients consider you their “Trusted Advisor”? You should treasure each
such relationship and work to stay in touch with each of them, always trying to bring value
to the table for them. This spirit of service will enable you to earn the right to ask them for
referrals or leads to new business.
Not all sales professionals or entrepreneurs enjoy a great deal of business that is
generated from referrals. The number one reason for this is that they don’t ask for
referrals! Why would that be? They simply have not developed the habit of asking. This is a
serious miscalculation on the part of any salesperson who is eager to earn relational capital
that can be leveraged to help build their book of business.
Read every book you can find about getting referrals, and without working any harder you
will potentially increase your income 25% or more. That will add up to a substantial
increase for many of you. The key is to develop the habit of asking for referrals. And the
more success you enjoy, the more ingrained the habit will become!
Here are some tips that will pay off for you when you leverage the relational capital you
have earned:
1. Research the art of asking for referrals. Read every book you can on the topic! (I
am especially fond of the works of Bill Cates and Bob Burg on this topic.)
2. From your research develop the perfect script for asking your regular customers
for referred leads. Craft the words and phrases that seem the best to use and
ones that you are comfortable with.
3. Fine-tune and tweak your script over time as you seek perfection.
4. Develop the habit of asking for referrals and keeping good records of those you
are referred to, and the results of the contact.
5. Always thank the referrer when you get referrals.

6. Deliver “knock your socks off” service to everyone you talk to. That way the good
word will spread about the fine job you do.
7. Find some more books on getting referrals to read. Be a bear about this
opportunity and vow to learn all you can on the topic! Treat the entire referralgetting process as a new division of your business model.
8. Give referrals! When someone serves you well, offer to refer them to those you
know who could benefit from the same level of service you received. Your
generosity will be appreciated and could even enhance your reputation as a
business leader always willing to recognize those who earn “trusted advisor”
status with you.
9. Deliver more value than your competitors and you will ignite your referral
program into a frenzy of positive results!
I have always been a proponent of selling value rather than cutting price. Anybody can
give their stuff away! The pros differentiate and sell value. And they never just say my stuff
is more valuable – they quantify the value based on comparative and competitive analysis.
Perhaps it is through documenting the longevity of your product that universally recognizes
your deliverables as being the best in your business. Quote customers who have given you
specific feedback that reinforces your position.
Being a trusted advisor is an honorable status to gain. It is worth the work to figure out
how to stand out from the crowd and deliver more value.
I’m convinced that trust and stress are inversely proportional in business relationships.
When trust is high, relationship stress will be predictably lower. When trust is low, the
stress goes up and one is more likely to get resistance. You want acceptance, not
resistance!
When trust is high, and stress is low your conversion rate is much better, and your sales
cycle is shorter. When trust is low and stress is high, your conversion rate is compromised,
and your sales cycle is much longer. Our goal is to compress as much achievement as
possible into a given measurable time frame.
“Be known for the problems you solve, and you will be a
valuable resource to every person you serve!”

Are you a member of a professional trade association? If so,
your referrals are appreciated. Most of my presentations
now are virtual, but I’m still ready to serve in whatever
delivery system you or your association prefers.
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